Campus Expansion Initiative (CEI)
Voting Results and Summary of Comments
COSAF Meeting, February 23, 2018

Quorum Met
Per the Council on Student Affairs and Fees Bylaws: Voting on issues associated with CPI for fees must have a
quorum, defined as half the voting membership, rounded up to the nearest number.
Total Voting Members: 17
In Attendance: 16
Quorum was met at 94% attendance

CEI CPI Vote
Per the Council on Student Affairs and Fees Bylaws: Votes to approve CPI adjustments on Campus Based Fees must
pass by 66%, rounded to the nearest number.




Law student only votes on Student Health & Counseling Services
Grad and Professional students only vote on Campus Recreation and Student Health & Counseling Services
Undergraduates, faculty and staff vote on ALL components of CEI

Campus Recreation
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PASS
Intercollegiate Athletics

PASS
ASUCD Coffee House

PASS
Student Community Center

PASS
Student Health & Counseling Services

PASS
COSAF’S recommendation to the Vice Chancellor of Student Affairs will be to allow the CPI
adjustment to all CEI recipients in 2018‐19.
Action Item #047
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CEI Summary of Comments
Intercollegiate Athletics:
 It is a way for athletes/students to continue doing what they love and the scholarship will help
promote their passion for sports.
 Voted with much reluctance; ICA needs more support from the campus and not have an unhealthy
reliance on CEI.
 Athletics will decline if UCD does not stay competitive with other schools and recruiting
 This deserves funding in order to enhance the reputation of the school. Higher GPS standard should
be considered.
 Program has a lean and well managed budget. In line with comparable Intercollegiate programs
 Fee supporting student athletes benefits the students and the university.
 I think we may need to increase funding to ICA to better compete at the Division I level.
 I don’t think we should increase ICA CEI funds based off of the low GPA requirement to receive
funds compared to other scholarships that require at least a 3.00 GPA. Students should be here for
an education not a sport. In addition cost of housing and tuition is going up for everyone so their
need of adjusting because of tuition and housing is not valid.
 I believe the funds are properly utilized.
 While I was initially hesitant to approve more funds towards sports, the presentations clearly
illustrated the value of this resource to student well‐being and to the reputation of the university.
ASUCD Coffee House Expansion:
 [YES] Since there is an increasing amount of students who are attending UCD.
 Support but speaker had inconsistencies in his presentation in terms of what CEI is used for.
 This is absolutely necessary for Campus. The Coffee House is so widely used that the
infrastructure must be maintained.
 Should continue to keep pace with enrollment growth.
 A beneficial service to the entire community.
 The Coffee House provides a very necessary function for students.
 Yes, however I would like the program to follow through with their expansion plans. They
should not be changing plans annually and asking for a CPI adjustment when no expansion
changes have begun.
 I believe funds are properly utilized. I hope the ASUCD will continue discussing the possibility of
adding another microwave for student use.
 The Coffee House is central to student life, and maintaining its operation is vital to students.
Campus Recreation:
 Because the Sports Clubs and Intramural programs are important for students to participate and be
a part of something, creating a sense of unity. Also this is a way to relieve stress/anxiety.
 This is a great addition needed to diversify student life.
 This is an ever expanding activity for students and deserves funding.
 Has a good balance of collected fees to students fees funds.
 Sports clubs and intramural sports are very important.
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Many students benefit from club sports and IM but I would like more diversity among students who
participate in club sports and IMs. Specifically more students of color.
I believe this program is extremely beneficial for students and should continue working to provide
opportunities for students who are too busy working to participate. (flexible programs, etc.)
Clubs and intramural programs are crucial to both mental and physical student health.
Thank you for providing the information on graduate students! Clearly defined why the CPI is
necessary to support these students.
The need for CPI adjustment is justified due to cost increase. However, Campus Recreation should
advocate and encourage more Grad students to use Campus Recreation services.
Sports Clubs/IM sports are beneficial for the mental health and physical health of graduate
students.

Student Community Center Building:
 Every time I go to the Student Community Center, I see many students utilizing the study room and
other areas of the building to study.
 This is important for a healthy campus.
 Important to maintain Capital Investments.
 Great support for student success and diversity.
 Supports the mission of the university for inclusion, diversity, and access.
 The Student Community Center is a very important hub for students to meet in and study.
 Yes the SCC is home to many students and we should do our best to maintain that home.
 I believe the funds are properly utilized.
 Providing more space for students on campus is of ongoing importance and should be constantly
fulfilled to meet student needs.
Student Health and Counseling Services:
 The student Health and Counseling Services is very helpful in providing students the resources and
the convenience of going there to get checkups and flu shots, also other emergencies.
 Yes, however I have concerns of reallocation of CEI around without more COSAF oversight.
 Important to maintain Capital Investments
 SHCS is a core utility for the health of the student population at large.
 Students and the school community benefit from a healthy campus.
 Very important.
 Yes, however money should no longer be used for staff and student salaries. It is unjust to ask for
CPI adjustment because of the debt service payment and then using it to pay for salaries.
 I believe this is an important service for students. I’d like to recommend that the center make more
efforts to ensure students are aware that they don’t have to have UC Davis insurance to use the
services.
 Continuing to upgrade this service is vital to student well‐being and should be maintained.
 While I vote to approve, the allocation of funding may need to be re‐visited. If the funding can be
focused on maintenance of the building (debt service) then it would adhere to the prior students
intent when creating the fee.
 The need for CPI adjustments is justified. However, I believe the use of funds should be more
focused on increasing student services capacity rather than paying for debt services. The funding
structure/plan should be more transparent.
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Grad students need access to these services, more money would mean more accessibility/ better
service.

ASUCD Unitrans, Comments on use of CEI Fee. No CPI is applied.
 It is fair given that many utilize the ASUCD Unitrans and the Unitrans is always packed
 ASUCD Unitrans needs more funding or eliminate expenses. It does not look sustainable long term.
 I think the upgraded buses are necessary since the environmental factor and amount of people
using them daily is concerning.
 This is such a vital area of the Campus Infrastructure. More should be done to help alleviate the
financial pressure on Unitrans from grad students and law students.
 Good departmental stewardship of CEI funds.
 Transportation is an important and complicated issue for the community. Unitrans is doing the best
it can to prepare for the future.
 They are using their funds responsibly and doing a good job.
 Very important service to many students.
 I agree with ASUCD Unitrans use of CEI funds Unitrans helps students and the Davis community
connect and many students rely on Unitrans for transportation.
 I believe Unitrans is appropriately making use of the CEI funds. I do not have any concerns.
 Unitrans is one of the most valuable services in the city of Davis, and I believe we should do
everything we can in order to ensure Unitrans operates to the fullest capacity to meet the demands
of the campus and greater city, regardless of how much it may cost.
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